Malvern College Egypt opens its doors in August to international and Egyptian students. Headmaster, Duncan Grice welcomes you to The College:

The motto of Malvern College Egypt is ‘Wise is the Person Who Looks Ahead’. This is clearly the case with all those parents who wish to invest in their children’s education. As a father of three wonderful girls (admittedly I am biased!) I understand how much we all want the best for our children. Below is some information about The College, which I hope you find interesting:

**Vision**

Malvern College Egypt seeks to develop happy, balanced individuals who will achieve personal fulfillment at university, at work and in society at large.

Our key business is learning. The broad curriculum, complemented by an extensive sporting, musical, artistic and dramatic co-curriculum and underpinned by a strong emphasis on pastoral care, encourages individuals to maximise their potential. The emphasis on individual achievement has its counterpoint in our
encouragement of teamwork, co-operation and service to others. We believe it is important for our students to have a firm commitment to deep-rooted values: honesty, integrity, respectful manners; as well as being flexible, pragmatic and open to new ideas. We aim to build self-discipline, self-confidence, communication as well as leadership skills in our students who will emerge as confident, articulate young adults ready to contribute widely to the global community.

Translating the goals of Malvern College UK into reality in Egypt

Learning is our core business, but MCE is also about the development of the whole child by providing opportunities for them to pursue their interests and to excel. We supply every child in four different year groups with string or brass instruments; we offer sporting engagement at all levels that help our students' physical development, but also develops their sense of teamwork, leadership and sportsmanship. Malvern students are given opportunities to explore, express and develop their creative artistic talents whether that be through performance or fine arts. All our students are encouraged to take advantage of our extensive co-curricular activities programme to learn and pursue new skills. Malvern College Egypt will always put its students first.

Academics

Malvern College Egypt aims to provide an education of the highest possible standard for each of its students. We have high expectations of our students in terms of their effort, achievements and behaviour and we aim to provide them with the means by which they can develop to the best of their abilities their knowledge, skills and personality.

It is the quality of the people and the human relationships between them that make Malvern special. Whether it is the way in which a department works, a class works or teachers and tutors work with individual students, our view of education is based on mutual respect, trust, pastoral care and a positive outlook on learning.

We offer an enhanced form of the English National Curriculum which is inquiry-based yet also maintains structure for academic rigour. Student led, collaborative learning and a focus on key learning skills will prepare our students for later examination courses. Our Egyptian students will have to study some subject areas in line with the Ministry of Education regulations. While they are studying in these areas, our non-Egyptian students will continue to focus on areas of learning particular to them as individuals. We offer a choice of academic pathways to suit each child, offering IGCSE, A Levels as well as the IBDP.

In all of the above and above all, education should be an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

The Malvern Difference

We have a strong sense of belonging and with that comes a genuine interest in our students' academic but also their personal and social development. Lunches mix adults with students, we have regular conversations with students so that their social development is enhanced. Students will greet you as you walk around the school building; doors are opened for you. There is a sense of calm politeness. We offer as many learning opportunities to enable students to achieve their own personal learning goals. Schools are always about people and we put the student at the centre of all we do. Our curriculum reflects this as it is tailored to our students' learning needs and interests. This entire holistic approach creates rounded, confident young people who are a joy to be around.

Quality Staff

Recruiting top quality UK teachers is probably the most important part of my job. As such, my leadership team and I put in a great deal of effort. Always we ask ourselves one question: Would I want that teacher teaching my own children? If the answer is no, then we do not appoint. I am delighted with the standard of our teaching staff for this coming academic year; which is of the finest quality.

To view staff and for more information about Malvern College Egypt, visit www.malverncollege.edu.eg or contact Duncan Grice directly at headmaster@malverncollege.edu.eg

Malvern College Egypt – a school of many nations but a family of one.